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Mirror Weather Station - MR238

Product Name: Mirror Weather Station - MR238

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: PGIFTSO104

Getting ready in the morning has become more convenient thanks to the new Oregon
Scientific MR238A. You can perfect your morning routine reading the weather forecast
as you use the mirrored display for shaving or putting on make-up. And with the flexible
moving arm, the angle of the clock and weather forecast can adjust to all heights and
positions.    Renowned for pushing the boundaries of consumer technology, Oregon
Scientific adds to its ‘World’s First’ collection with the Mirror Weather Station. This
sleek model is a landscape A4 sized mirror with an integral weather station. As well as
being positioned on beside side tables or shelving, the MR238 can be wall mounted.
For added versatility its flexible arm allows for different positioning/viewing angles.  
Whether you’re shaving, brushing your hair or putting on make-up there’s no need to
look any further as the MR238 can provide you with all the information you need for
your day ahead.  The dual-use unit shows indoor and outdoor temperature and
humidity levels. Data is captured by a remote sensor supplied which ensures that the
MR238 delivers accurate readings for weather forecasting. Information is presented
clearly at the bottom of the mirror with a combination of easy to read colour illustrations
and symbols. What’s more the stylish mirror also displays full segment calendar,
weekday information and has a radio controlled clock. Plus, for those that like a lie-in at
the weekend the MR238 features separate weekday and weekend alarms. Retaining
the minimal-look appeal of the MR238, control keys are located at the bottom of the
unit.   "Firenze" Mirror Weather Forecaster 448.01 kb  Features  Unique acrylic mirror
surface displays 12-24 hour weather forecast with graphical weather icons  Self-setting
atomic clock in 12/24 hour format with alarm  Flexible moving arm for different positions
and angles  2-Color VFD Display  Displays Indoor and Outdoor temperature  Paired
with Remote Sensor RTGR328NA  Includes Vibration Sensor for wake-up alarm
function  Requires 4 "AAA" batteries

Price: R2,398.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 16 November, 2006
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